
 





 

 













The overall macroeconomic landscape became more complicated in recent months. Although gross domestic product 
(GDP) and employment data point to resiliency, tensions in the Middle East created some additional risks. With inflation 
coming down but still above central bank targets, policymakers are likely inclined to maintain their restrictive stance. 
Monetary policy is characterised by long and variable lags as it works through the economy and the financial system. 
The Fed’s recent posture of a policy interest rate that is “well into restrictive territory” with the “risks of under- and 
over-tightening are becoming more balanced” can provide a glide path for inflation to normalise and for a soft-landing 
scenario to materialise. However, the debate whether the US can avoid a mild recession in 2024 can create additional 
volatility over the coming months. 
 
The recent pullback in yields especially with 10-year US Treasuries is more supportive for longer-duration growth 
equities. Recently, the equity market is showing signs of broadening out beyond mega cap technology stocks, as interest 
rates appeared to have peaked, and the Fed might be done tightening as inflation comes down. Following a strong H1 
2023 recovery for equities, especially for mega cap technology stocks, H2 has been more volatile. Q3 earnings numbers 
have mostly met to slightly exceed consensus expectations, but stock reactions have been more mixed. Innovative 
companies that delivered on their earnings with strong fundamentals have been rewarded as growth remains scarce. 
We remain focused on companies with earnings profiles that can be more resilient in the context of a slowing economy 
and a more volatile market environment, while aligning the portfolio to our long-term conviction that AI will impact all 
industries and be a key driver to shareholder value creation. 
 
The US equity markets this year have favoured companies that are poised to benefit from growing adoption of AI. 
Semiconductors were the recent winners along with some cloud and software providers that provided a clear business 
thesis around the technology going forward. The broader topic of AI continues to be mentioned more on corporate 
earnings calls with a significant increase on generative AI. In addition, Voya recently conducted a study in which 300 
information technology key decision makers were asked, “What technologies do you see having the greatest impact on 
your company in the next five years?” and the top answer was AI and machine learning. However, outside of the 
technology sector, some companies have started to see slower end demand as the economy slows, so it is unclear if 
positive momentum from AI can carry over into the broader equity markets over an extended period. 
 
The developments around generative AI technology and large language models further demonstrate that demand for 
companies within AI infrastructure should remain strong given the computing requirements for training complex AI 
models and subsequent inference needed for edge intelligence. AI applications will be required to optimise the 
functionality of these new tools and technologies, of which the plug-ins are just the first step to greater customisation 
for enterprises and consumers. Lastly, several companies in the AI-enabled industries category have already announced 
generative pre-trained transformer-related (GPT-related) functionality added to their services to enhance customer 
engagement and drive greater productivity. We believe this is just the tip of the iceberg as companies become more 
comfortable with the technology’s potential and software applications improve to drive greater efficiencies across more 
business processes in time. 














